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Insulin resistance 

• What is it? 

• How much insulin does it take to hold my blood sugar 
and fat stores stable when I’m not eating? 

• It matters because the higher your insulin resistance  
the higher your likelihood of cancer , heart attacks and 
strokes and death  ( Even if you aren’t diabetic!)



What causes insulin 
resistance 

• Big fat cells -  They can vary up to 8000 
times  in size - as they get bigger  it 
takes more and more insulin to stuff 
extra fat into the cells  and keep it there - 
they just can’t fit more fat in . 

• As we gain weight we can either  make 
more fat cells or bigger fat cells - bigger 
fat cells  are insulin resistant and 
associated with  inflammation and 
disease. 

• 10% of v obese people can get away 
with it and  still be insulin sensitive as 
they are making more tiny helpful insulin 
sensitive  fat cells which can  take on 
more fat. 

• I’m guessing you folk are in the less 
lucky 90% as you are diabetic and 
therefore insulin resistant!





Insulin resistance 

• Once you have filled up all 
your fat cells  ( you may not 
be fat in terms of BMI - this 
happens to people of Chinese 
or Indian descent at much 
lower weights and  to people 
with a genetic condition 
called lipodystrophy.)  Insulin 
has to work harder to  push  
sugar  into the cells as fat and 
keep it there  .  Insulin levels 
go up even more- it’s a 
vicious circle. 



Why do we fill up our fat cells 
in the first place?



• It is not gluttony !  

• People who fill up fat  cells have 2 issues -  

• 1. Consuming more glucose ( this includes anything starchy 
as we will see) than their body can cope with. Anything 
extra has to be turned into fat and deposited somewhere.  

• 2  Inefficient Miochondria ( like little fires in our cells which 
burn fuel to make energy )  which  don’t burn the fat to make 
energy so efficiently. Our bodies can switch between 
burning mainly carbohydrate or mainly fat but it can take up 
3 weeks to fully switch over if your body is only used to 
burning carbohydrate.  





Reducing 
insulin 

resistance 
 Losing weight
Actually it doesn’t matter which type 
of diet you do  - if you can stick to it 
and lose weight  your fat cells will 

shrink and your insulin resistance will 
fall. 



Reducing insulin resistance  
Low Carb diets







How much carb is low carb?

• Under 50g /day  

• Very low carb is under 30g /day



What is the Glycemic index?
Glycaemic Load 

The glycaemic index (GI ranks the various carbohydrates in our foods to help predict the affect on 

blood sugar as they are digested down into glucose compared to a meal of pure glucose itself, which 

counts as 100. Using the glycaemic index can sometimes cause confusion. For example, broccoli 

with a GI of 54 would seem to be a very sugary food, but the index whilst it ranks the different 

carbohydrates in our foods fails to compensate for the density of each carbohydrate in a particular 

portion of food. For this we need to calculate the glycaemic load (GL), which is usually given as 

grams of glucose for a specified portion of the food in question. Patients are not very familiar with, 

say 10 grams of glucose, so we found it better to re-interpret the glycaemic load in terms of the far 

more familiar 4g teaspoon of table sugar2. So an 80g portion of broccoli is in fact only equivalent to 

1/5 of a teaspoon of sugar (as its mainly water) whereas a small (150g) bowl of rice is equivalent to 

10 teaspoons of sugar. A banana is equivalent to nearly 6 teaspoons of sugar (see figure 1 below).   

  

•











Diabetic diet  advice

• See separate links on the practice website under 
diabetes  for more advice.



What about my diabetic 
meds?

• OK to stick on metformin  

•  Discuss with GP re reducing or stopping other 
medication  if you are going to do  low carb eating 



Reducing insulin resistance 
Fasting

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iatPAjf5I_Y 

• I would really recommend watching this  you tube 
video about fasting - maybe one for another session 

•  There is more info on the dietdoctor.com website

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iatPAjf5I_Y
http://dietdoctor.com


Different durations
Fasting has no standard duration. Fasts can 
range from twelve hours to three months or 
more. You can fast once a week or once a 
month or once a year. Intermittent fasting 
involves fasting for shorter periods of time on a 
regular basis. Shorter fasts are generally done 
more frequently. Longer fasts are typically 
twenty-four to thirty-six hours, done two to three 
times per week. Prolonged fasting may range 
from one week to one month



• Historically say in 1950s/60s we used to have our first 
meal at 7am and last at 7pm but now we often eat later 
in the evening or snack so have less time with no food 
intake.







20 hour fasting ( or more)



Reducing insulin resistance 
Exercise

• Interestingly exercise only 
accounts for 4% of the effect.  
Insulin resistance is reduced 
during exercise itself but the 
effect quickly wears off.   

• HIT training or interval 
training seems to have more 
effect lasting for a day after 
the training. 

• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pmc/articles/PMC4625541/



Reducing insulin 
resistance 

Sleep

There is a growing body of research that 
suggests insufficient sleep, poor quality 
sleep and shift working all contribute to 

insulin resistance. 
After four days of sleep restriction, lean 

individuals’ fat cells were 30% less 
insulin sensitive. And total body insulin 

sensitivity (i.e. the ability of all tissues to 
use insulin properly) went down 16%. 
https://www.precisionnutrition.com/

sleep-and-insulin-resistance  
Try to get enough at least 7 hours a day 

and ideally 8.



What about Salt?

• Insulin doesn’t just affect 
glucose, it also causes a 
degree of sodium retention by 
the kidneys. Because a lower 
carbohydrate intake leads to 
less insulin production, there 
is a significant loss of sodium 
which can cause a surprising 
amount of extra urine 
production and removal of 
extra fluid by the body. This 
may explain some of the early 
weight loss and 
improvements in BP 



BUT if you are 
diabetic and smoke 
the most important 
thing you can do to 
improve your health 
and reduce your risk 
is to stop smoking! 

We can help  a lot  -so speak to one 
of us about this if you want to have a 

go. 

Even if you have failed before there is 
still a good chance of success each 

time you try.



Why does B12 matter?

• Low levels of B12 can cause 
fatigue, nervousness, 
dizziness, numbness, and 
tingling in the fingers and 
toes. Severe, long-term 
deficiency may lead to loss of 
mobility, problems walking, or 
memory loss.



Metformin and B12

• Metfomin doesn’t actually 
reduce B12 it just 
“redistributes it” Is puts more 
into the blood sells whereas 
the bit we measure is the  
level in the serum - the liquid 
in the blood outside the cells. 
The total body levels 
probably don’t alter with 
metformin. 

• Obeid, Jung, Falk et al 2013



Metformin and B12

• This makes it well nigh impossible for you or us to 
know whether your B12 is normal by measuring it if 
you are taking Metformin.



B12

• 60% biological variation  - this means there is a wide 
range in normal levels anyway. 

• Needs stomach acid to absorb it so  more difficult to 
absorb if you are taking e.g. omeprazole.



Things we can eat to improve  B12 levels

• Anything that is animal based 
- Vegan’s only options are  to 
take a supplement. 

• The average adult should 
consume 2.4 micrograms 
(mcg) of vitamin B12 a day, 



Foods High in B12

Dietary sources of vitamin B12

Vitamin B12 Food Serving size B12 (mcg)

Clams 3 ounces 84

Liver 3 ounces 70.7

Fortified cereal 1 cup 6

Trout 3 ounces 5.4

Salmon 3 ounces 4.9

Tuna, canned 3 ounces 2.5

Beef 3 ounces 1.5

Nonfat plain Greek 
yogurt

6 ounces 1.3

Low-fat milk 1 cup 1.2

Ham 3 ounces 0.6

Egg 1 large 0.6

Chicken breast 3 ounces 0.3



Taking a B12 supplement

• OTC doses much higher than anything your GP can 
prescribe   

•  500  - 1,000 mcg  tabs   

• GP tablets are 35 mcc 

• Check the label carefully  - I found 190 tabs of 
1000mcg online for £4.35 but some OTC tabs only 
contain 2.5mcg


